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How would you describe the plot of this project?
Just Talk With Gabe is a fun, laid-back opportunity to just talk with up-and-coming actor/model Gabriel L.
Silva.
What was your fondest memory from working on the project?
The very first episode that we did, we started the podcast, everything thing was great and then they starting
cutting the grass outside, Charlie-the-dog started barking, and we decided to just roll with it and keep going.
It was hilarious.
Were there any cool locations or sets that were fun/different/strange?
So far, we have not tapped our podcast "on location". But now that we are able to get out a lot more, who
knows what's to come!
Do you recall any particular memories with castmates or crew that were impactful?
All of the interviews that we have done have been impactful in their own special way. I know that sounds
weird to say, but each person we have interviewed has definitely left us and our audiences with something
special.
Did the project inspire you to see the world differently? Or did you learn anything new about the
production process?
JTWG has inspired me in the sense that I take something away from each guest to make myself better in my
career, personal life, etc. So, I think I see the "world" as we all have more in common than we think, and we
can learn a lot from each other to better ourselves. I have really learned a lot about the production process.
Producing things for radio is a lot different than people think.
What stands out to you from working on this project?
Honestly, just how many talented people are out there. It sounds a bit cliché, I know, but getting the
opportunity to hear, sometimes, first-ever responses about people’s careers is what stands out to me the
most about Just Talk With Gabe.

If you were to produce a sequel or a continuation of this project, what would that be like?
We are definitely going to produce more JTWG seasons. I think we will keep the same format but strive to
include more surprises and more amazing guests.
What do you love most about the Entertainment Industry? What do you wish could be better?
I love every aspect of the Entertainment Industry. For me, being an actor is one of the best careers that I
could have fallen into. I want to learn everything about the industry: producing, writing, directing, and even
being a PA. Learning every aspect of the industry makes you appreciate being an actor in front of the camera
even more.

